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 SLX/FLX User Manual – Quick Start Guide 
For a complete manual describing how to use all the features of your SLX/FLX light, please go to the 

AstralPool website (www.astralpool.com.au) and navigate to the SLX/FLX product page. 

Your SLX/FLX Multicolour lights allow you to control the colour of the light they emit. You may 

choose from: 

 A series of pre-set colours; 

 Three levels of light intensity; 

 A customised colour completely of your choosing; 

 A customised changing light pattern; or, 

 A series of pre-set changing light patterns. 

The available colours and pattern (in order of selection) are: 

1. Blue 

2. Magenta 

3. Red 

4. Orange 

5. Green 

6. Aqua 

7. White 

8. Customised colour 

9. Customised pattern 

10. Rainbow pattern 

11. Ocean pattern 

12. Disco pattern 

 

The lights are fully controlled and configured using only the power switch. By using either an OFF-ON 

or OFF-ON-OFF-ON sequence, you can set up the lights exactly as you desire. The two sequences are 

referred to as a single switch or double switch sequence respectively. 

To perform a single switch sequence: 

 With the light powered ON, switch power OFF and ON again.  Make sure that the light is OFF 

for less than two seconds. 

To perform a double switch sequence: 

 With the light powered ON, perform two single switches in a row (OFF-ON-OFF-ON).  Make 

sure that both single switches occur within two seconds. 

To turn the lights on 

Simply switch the main power ON. The lights will resume in the same colour/pattern as was operating 

when last powered. 

To turn the lights off 
Simply switch the main power OFF. The lights will remember which colour/pattern they are displaying 

for next time. 

To synchronise the lights 
If you have multiple lights, you would normally want them showing the same colour or pattern. If for 

some reason your lights are showing different colours or patterns, you will need to synchronise them. 

To synchronise your lights: 

1. Turn off main power and wait for at least three seconds. 

2. Turn the lights on, then within two seconds, perform a double switch sequence. 

To change the selected colour/pattern 

The colour/pattern of the light can be moved to the next item in the list by following these steps: 

http://www.astralpool.com.au/
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1. Wait at least three seconds after turning the lights on before changing the selected colour/pattern, 

otherwise a “synchronise” operation will be performed instead. 

2. Perform a double switch sequence and the light will move to the next colour/pattern. 

3. If this is still not the desired colour/pattern, perform a single switch sequence within ten seconds 

of the previous sequence. 

4. You can continue to move the selection by performing repeated single switch sequences. When 

you are happy with your selection, simply leave the lights powered on. 

5. If more than ten seconds has elapsed since your last single switch sequence, you will need to start 

again with a double switch sequence. This initial double switch prevents occasional dips in the 

mains power from changing the selection accidentally.  
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